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MagicBase Pro is a database solution created for specialty performers.
The Import Wizard is a free utility that can be used by anyone
who needs to process fields prior to importing them into any database.
www.MagicBasePro.com

Introduction to the MagicBase Pro Import Wizard
Importing data into a new database is always a tedious job; there is never a one-to-one correspondence
between the fields in the old database and the new one. Sometimes the old data just doesn’t seem to fit into
the new database. If the data isn’t exported in exactly the format that you want, then you may have data
mixed together in fields, or you may have data that should be together spread between fields. Also, there may
be times when you want to add the same information into all the records in the database. The best time to do
that is during the import process.
All of these problems can be solved with the MagicBase Pro Import Wizard.
The Import Wizard will allow you to do many things:
• Align fields from the old database with the correct fields in the new database with ease. There is no
need to scroll up and down through a long list, trying to match the exact fields. Field pairing is
simplified.
• Join two separate fields from the old db into the new one. Repeating this function will allow you to
join multiple fields.
• Split fields from the old db into two different fields in the new db.
• Copy the same constant value into all the records.
• Combine a constant value with another field in every record of the db.
• Erase, re-arrange or edit any fields repeatedly until the new db is saved.
• Browse through all records to confirm accuracy before the final save.
So, the process to use the Import Wizard is:
First, export the data from the old database
Second, import the data into the Import Wizard with a simplified field mapping method
Third, match the imported fields with the correct MBP fields, and do any field manipulations
or re-arranging that is required.
Fourth, export the newly processed fields into an external file. Then this new file can be easily imported into
MBP because all of the fields are exported in the same order that MBP imports. So, when you choose to
import the data into MBP, there is no need to align fields because that has all been done previously.
For an overview of the Import Wizard, view the videos ‘Import Wizard Overview Part 1’ and ‘Part 2’ and
‘Import Wizard First Step: How to do Field Mapping’ on the videos page at www.MagicBasePro.com.

Importing Records into the Import Wizard
Click on the ‘Import’ button on the Import Wizard control panel to begin the import process. After choosing
‘Standard’ or ‘1 Shopping Cart Auto-Import” options, a file selector window will appear. After you’ve
selected the file that you want to import, the Field Mapping window will appear.
The Field Mapping Window

View the video ‘Import Wizard Field Mapping’ for a presentation of the process. The video can be found on
the videos page at www.MagicBasePro.com .

The Field Mapping Window allows you to align fields from your old database with the Import fields of the
Import Wizard. The process involves dragging fields up and down on the display to the Import fields. The old
database fields are on the left, and the Import Wizard Fields are on the right.
Usually this is a tedious process because the Field Mapping Window in Filemaker (the programming engine
that was used to create the Import Wizard) is difficult to use. So the process has been made as simple as
possible with the Import Wizard.
Before doing the field alignment, set the selector labeled ‘Arrange by’ to ‘Custom Import Order’.
Between the two columns are two icons. The double headed vertical arrows are the scroll gadgets. Click on
the scroll gadget and drag up and down to align fields. The arrow pointing to the right shows that the field
can be imported into. Clicking the arrow will disable field import into the corresponding field. If you have
less than 24 fields to import, you may want to turn off the fields that aren’t used.
So, to make the process as easy as possible, just align your fields from the old db with any import fields from
the Import Wizard. The import fields all start with ‘A’. It doesn’t matter what import fields you select. And it
doesn’t matter in what order you choose them. Just align the old fields with fields that start with ‘A’. Then
click ‘Import’. Then all of the records will be imported into the Import Wizard and you can begin processing
your fields.

The Import Wizard
The Import Wizard is divided into four sections:
• The Instruction and Status Display at the top of the screen
• The Imported Fields Display on the left
• The Exported Fields Display on the right
• The Control Steps Panel in the center

Instructions and Status Display
‘Instruction Box’ - The large box at the top is an information window that will display instructions and the
status of functions that you perform with this program.
‘Selected Field 1’ display consists of two fields: ‘Selected Field 1 Name’ and ‘Selected Field 1 Content’.
When a field is selected with the ‘Select Current Field 1’ button, then the field name and content are
displayed in these fields.
‘Selected Field 2’ display consists of two fields: ‘Selected Field 2 Name’ and ‘Selected Field 2 Content’.
When a field is selected with the ‘Select Current Field 2’ button, then the field name and content are
displayed in these fields.
‘Targeted Field’ display consists of two fields: ‘Targeted Field Name’ and ‘Targeted Field Content’.
When a field is selected with the ‘Select Target Field’ button, then the field name and content are displayed in
these fields.
‘Targeted Field 2’ display consists of two fields: ‘Targeted Field Name 2’ and ‘Targeted Field Content 2’.
When a field is selected with the ‘Select Target Field 2’ button, then the field name and content are displayed
in these fields. Note: This field, and the ‘Select Target Field 2’ button, are only displayed when the ‘Field
Divider’ tab is selected since two target fields are only used for the Divide Field operation.

Operand Controls
‘+’ button - Click it to combine two fields into one. The ‘Operand’ field will display a ‘+’ to signify that two
fields will be combined. The fields displayed in the ‘Selected Fields’ displays will be combined together.
‘÷’ button - Click it to divide one field into two. The ‘Operand’ field will display a ‘÷’ to signify that one
field (Selected Field 1) will be divided into the two fields listed in ‘Target Field’ and ‘Target 2 Field’.
‘=’ button - Click it to preview what the result of the formula will produce. If the ‘+’ is selected, then the two
selected fields will be combined and their content displayed in ‘Targeted Field Content’. If the ‘÷’ is selected,
then the field will be divided and the results displayed in ‘Targeted Field’ and ‘Targeted Field 2’. (You will
need to click on the ‘Field Divider’ tab to view the ‘Targeted Field 2’ display.)
‘Operand’ field - Displays which of the two operands were selected. To remove the operand, enter the field
and delete it.
‘Lock’ button - Click this to use a Constant Value that will be copied to every record. An ‘X’ will appear in
the ‘Lock Indicator’ field to signify that the value typed in ‘Selected Field 1 Content’ will be used as a
constant value and copied to the targeted field in every record.
‘Lock’ indicator field - An ‘X’ will be displayed when the ‘Lock’ button is pressed. An ‘X’ in the field
indicates that the value typed into the ‘Selected Field 1 Content’ will be used as a constant value and copied
to the targeted field in every record. To remove the ‘X’, enter the field and delete it.
‘? Ball’ button - will display instructions about the operand buttons.

Imported Fields display
After all the records are imported the data will be displayed on the left under the column title ‘Contents’. The
Record Controls in the middle of the screen will allow you to browse through the records to view them.
‘Clone’ button – If one of the imported records contains the field names, then click on the Clone button to
copy the field names from the Contents column to the Name column.
‘Checkbox’ fields – The small boxes to the right of the field contents are checkboxes. When a field has been
processed and aligned with an export field, then the box is automatically checked to remind you that the field
is done. (You can manually check the boxes, if you wish.)
‘X’ buttons – The ‘X’ button at the top of the Name column will erase any field names that have been
entered, and replace them with numbers. The ‘X’ buttons above the Checkbox columns will erase all ‘X’s
entered into the Checkbox fields.

Exported (MagicBase Pro) Fields display
The fields on the right are based on the 23 main fields on the Customers Screen in MagicBase Pro. When the
‘Save New Records’ button is pressed, all of the records from the right side of the Import Wizard will be
exported to a selected external file. That file can then be imported easily into MBP because all of the fields
will be aligned in the same sequence that MBP imports.
‘Checkbox’ fields – The small boxes to the right of the field contents are checkboxes. When a field has been
processed and aligned with an import field, then the box is automatically checked to remind you that the field
is done. (You can manually check the boxes, if you wish.)
‘X’ buttons –The ‘X’ buttons above the Checkbox columns will erase all ‘X’s entered into the Checkbox
fields.

The Control Steps panel
The center panel is divided and numbered into four steps. Click the number buttons (1, 2, 3, 4) to view a
description of each step.
Step One: Import the Records
The first step is locating the database file that you want to import; then import it; then browse through the
records to verify; then create field name titles; and also delete any individual unneeded records. The Step One
controls will allow you to do all of this.
The Record Control tab contains the controls for step one.
‘Step 1’ button - will display an instruction window about the First Step process.
‘Import Records’ button – Click to begin the import process. A dialogue box will appear giving you two
options:
1) Standard Import: Choose this if you’re importing from any database, and you want to control every
step of the field matching.
2) 1 Shopping Cart Auto-Import: Choose this if you want to automate the importing and field matching of
most of the fields on the 1 Shopping Cart records. The Custom fields 1 - 10 (from 1 Shopping Cart) will
not be automatically field mapped. But the other 14 fields will be. The formulas will be created, and
processed. When this automatic process is completed, all of the records will be saved on the export
column, with all of the fields mapped right where they should be for importing into MagicBase Pro.
After choosing an option, a browse window will open to allow you to search for and select the file that you
want to process. Once a file is selected, the Field Mapping window will appear.
Note: Any formulas that were saved will be deleted when new records are imported.
‘Total Records’ field - displays the total number of records in the current database.
‘Current Set’ field - displays the number of records in the current found count. A Found Count is a subset of
records that is created after a search is performed. The full set of records will not be displayed until the
‘Show All’ button is clicked.
‘Record #’ field - displays the number of the record currently displayed. This is not an ID #. If you delete the
current record, the Record # displayed doesn’t change, but the current record on display will. You may jump
to any record # by typing a number into the field, and clicking the ‘Record #’ button above it.

‘X One’ button - is used to delete the current record in view. No warning will be given.
‘X All’ button - will delete all the records in the Import Wizard. A warning will appear for you to confirm
this. If you have a current found set of records, you have the option of deleting only the current set.
‘Find’ button - will turn on Find Mode. Type a search word into any field to find all matching records. After
a Find is performed, the Import Wizard will display a subset of the records. This subset is called a Current
Set. The full set of records will not be displayed again until the ‘Show All’ button is clicked.
‘Show All’ button - will remove the Current Set restriction and display all of the records again.

Step Two: Program the fields
The Step Two controls will allow you to create any formulas, or series of rules, that will be used to process
your records. You create the rules, and save them. Then the transfer rules/formulas will be applied to every
record in the database.
‘Step 2’ button - will display an instruction window about the Second Step process.
‘|<--’ button - Display the first record of the db.
‘<--’ button - Display the previous record of the db.
‘-->’ button - Display the next record of the db.
‘-->|’ button - Display the last record of the db.
‘Select Current Field 1’ - This selects the field that data will be copied from. A field must be entered for this
field to function. Then these actions are performed:
- the name of the field is copied into the ‘Selected Field 1’ field.
- the content of the field is copied into the ‘Selected Field 1 Content’ field. The content is copied just to verify
that the correct field has been selected.
‘Clear 1’ button - will erase the data recorded in ‘Selected Field 1’ and ‘Selected Field 1 Content’ fields.
‘Select Current Field 2’ - This selects a secondary field that data will be copied from. A field must be
entered for this field to function. This button should only be selected if two fields will be joined together.
Then these actions are performed:
- the name of the field is copied into the ‘Selected Field 2’ field.
- the content of the field is copied into the ‘Selected Field 2 Content’ field. The content is copied just to verify
that the correct field has been selected.
‘Clear 2’ button - will erase the data recorded in ‘Selected Field 2’ and ‘Selected Field 2 Content’ fields.
‘Select Target Field’ button - This will select the field that data will be copied into. A field must be entered
for this field to function. Then the name of the Targeted Field will be copied to the ‘Targeted Field’ field.
‘Clear T’ button - will erase the field name recorded in ‘Targeted Field’ and ‘Targeted Field Content’ fields
in the Status Display.

The Field Divider tab contains additional controls for step two:
If you want to divide one field into two, then click on the ‘Field Divider’ tab to see the additional controls.

Divide Character Controls
Select or type in the character that will be used as the marker within the field for the place to divide it.
‘Space’ button - if the field that you wish to divide has a space between the two pieces of data, then click
this button.
‘ , ‘ (comma) button - if the field that you wish to divide has a comma between the two pieces of data,
then click this button.
‘Character’ field - You may just type the dividing character into the field. For example, if you want to
divide email addresses between the user id name and the domain name, you could type the ‘@’ character
into the field.
‘Character Occurrence’ selector - There may be more than one occurrence of the selected character in
the field. If so, choose which one. This will count from the left. For example, if the fields that you wanted
to edit contained something like ‘Mr. Walter Smith’, and ‘Mrs. Roy Miller’ and you just wanted to capture
the last names, then you would select the ‘space’ character and for ‘occurrence’ select ‘2’.
‘Save Formula’ button - This locks in your selection of source fields (fields to copy from) and target fields
(fields to copy to). Also the content from the source field(s) is copied to the named target field, and, if
selected, any field processing is also performed on the data. So the targeted field will now contain the data
just as it should look. This is a good way to verify that that the field selections and processing are accurate.
Note: You can also perform the field processing without transferring the data to a field by clicking on the ‘=’
button in the Status Display. This button does not process every record; just the current one to demonstrate
the result of the formula.

‘Formula Count’ field - displays the number of formulas that have been saved. These field transfer formulas
can then be processed all at once. Also this field gives a visual verification whenever a field is saved or
deleted.
‘Delete Formula’ button - will erase the latest formula that was saved. The ‘Formula Count’ field will
change to reflect the current number of saved formulas. You can delete any number of formulas that you’ve
saved. They will be deleted in reverse order; the latest one saved will be the next one deleted.
Step Three: Process the Formulas
Processing the formulas means that the rules that you created will be applied to every record in the database.
‘Step 3’ button - will display an instruction window about the Third Step process.
‘Process Formulas’ button - There are two types of formulas:
1)Batch Formulas may be saved and processed together. They are:
- Formulas that transfer one single field to another, and
- formulas that add two fields and combine them into one field.
Note: You may choose to process every formula immediately after it is locked in. You don’t have to save
them to do in a batch process later.
2) Non-Batch Formulas must be processed as soon as they are locked in. They are:
- Formulas that transfer a constant value into a field
- Formulas that combine a constant value with another field
- Formulas that divide one field into two
So when you lock in formulas that divide fields or use a constant value, then you must process them
immediately and then you must wait until all of the records in the database have been processed. Unless your
database has many thousands of records, the process should only take a few seconds.
Step Four: Save the File
Everything can be changed, re-arranged or erased until you click on the ‘Save New Records’ button.
‘Step 4’ button - will display an instruction window about the Fourth Step process.
‘Save New Records’ button - will open a file window for you to select the location and name of the new
processed records. Currently, the Import Wizard will not transfer your data directly into MagicBase Pro. But
once the fields have been processed, importing them into MBP will be easy because the Import Wizard
exports fields in the same order that MBP imports them.
Once you’ve selected a name and location for your new records, the ‘Specify Field Order’ dialogue box will
appear. This controller will allow you to change the field order of all of the newly processed records, if you
want. If you are going to import into MagicBase Pro, then don’t change anything; just click on the ‘Export’
button. If you are going to use your records in a different database, and that database is expecting the fields to
be arranged in a certain order, then you can re-arrange them before doing the final export. (Also, don’t
change any of the other controls on this window.)
When you click ‘Export’, the records will all be exported and saved in the order specified. Then you can use
MagicBase Pro (or some other database program) to import the new records. That’s it!

Download your free demo of MagicBase Pro at www.MagicBasePro.com

Please check for any additional instructional videos that may have been added to the MagicBasePro.com site.
Known Issues with the Import Wizard:
The last two checkbox fields on the left side of the Wizard, checkbox A23 and checkbox A24, are not global
fields. So the checkmarks will only appear on the initial records that were onscreen when the formula was
saved for those fields. But the processing of the formulas will still work just as it should. You will just have
to remember that you’ve programmed those fields already.
As part of the MagicBase Pro program:
The Import Window will not close automatically after exporting a new database. You may minimize the
window or send it to the back. After you quite MagicBase Pro, the Import Wizard window will also
disappear.

Currently, the Import Wizard is not fully integrated into MagicBase Pro. So after processing your fields and
clicking on ‘Save’, you may save your new database to any location on your computer. Then you may import
the new database into MagicBase Pro by using the ‘General Import’ button on the Preferences Screen. But
the process will be simple then, since no field mapping will be required, because all of the fields will be
exported from the Import Wizard in the same order that MagicBase Pro imports them. (As long as you didn’t
choose to change the exported fields order when you saved the new database.)
The Import Wizard is a new utility item. If you have any suggestions for improvements, please send them to
MagiBase Pro Tech Support at support@magicbase.biz.
Thanks,
Bob Miller
www.MagicBasePro.com

